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Oregon chainsaw sharpening guide

A blunt chainsaw is a dangerous chainsaw. Without properly sharpened cutters, chainsaws can catch wood and sit back, causing damage to the user. Plus, blunt chainsaws are significantly slower and take a lot more energy to use. Fortunately, there are many options for sharpening chainsaws that can fit



on any budget and suit all skill levels. The sharp chainsaw cuts well without forcing it through the material. If the chainsaw is boring, you can probably ride the cut without actually cutting it much further. Also, be sure to check the waste material on the saw. Dust means sharpening is required, while chips
indicate that it is still sharp. simonkr/Getty Images If you plan to arm your chainsaw by hand, you need some tools. The two most important are a round file to sharpen the cutter and a flat file for depth gauges. To reduce depth gauges, use a file guide to keep the round file at an even depth, and a depth
gauge guide. The round file must match the diameter of the cutters. Do not use a rattail file on the chain. Its tapered shape and coarse teeth damage the cutting knives. Although you can't use them while sharpening, the glove helps prevent damage when moving the chain forward. Jupiterimages/Getty
Images Before you arm your chainsaw, you need to decide how you're going to do it. You could do it manually with a round file or you could use several different tools. The hand file is the cheapest option by far, making it the best choice for casual users. As you use the chainsaw more and your desire to
save time sharpening increases, you can explore more expensive, but more efficient, options. Jurkos/Getty Images When sharpening a chainsaw, the most important thing is uniformity. Before starting the sharpening process, secure the saw in a vice to keep it stable. Make sure that the chain brake is also
switched on. If there is no vice, you can cut a two-inch deep groove into a log or other strong piece of wood. sonsam / Getty Images Start by placing the file and file guide in a cutter towards the end of the chain, marking the area with a marker to know where you started. Line up the file at the factory-to-
ground angle, which is usually between 30 and 35 degrees. Take a punch and stay parallel to the ground, moving away from your body. Let's upload six strokes, tracking how many you've used. Continue sharpening with the same number of strokes and skip all other teeth. After arming some cutters,
release the chain brake to move the chain forward. After you finish one of the directions of cutting, go back and sharpen the cutting knives missed. johny007pan / Getty Images If you feel that the chainsaw is taking too much time to sharpen manually, it's a good idea to use a rotating tool with a sharpening
accessory. Tons of chainsaw sharpening options each has different grinding discs. Place the wheel on the cutter so that the metal guide remains parallel to the factory ground angle. Count to four and sharpen the cutter, just as you would a file. As you get better sharpening with a rotating tool, you can let it
between the cutters. Use the depth gauge guide to check the height of the depth fins in front of the cutters. Most gauges rest on the cutters, the depth fin. If the fin is taller than the guide sill, lightly grate it into the flat file. Don't use too much power, or you'll give out some guides. sonsam/Getty Images If a
person who uses a chainsaw all year round, sharpening the saw can consume a significant amount of time. Investing in a bench-mounted sharpener reduces the time it takes to sharpen the chainsaw and achieve more accurate results. This even prolongs the life of some chains, because the sharpener
makes it almost impossible to grind away too much material. Jurkos/Getty Images After sharpening, if the chainsaw pulls on the side when cutting, the cutters on that side are sharper than the other. This is why sharpening the chainsaw requires extreme uniformity. If the chain is haping or kicking back while
cutting, you can't sharpen the cutter enough. During sharpening, incisions or cuts may occur from contact with stones or objects in trees. They are extremely difficult to work with and may need to be a professional. sonsam / Getty Images If you have doubts that the saw is to be a pro. Chainsaws can be
extremely dangerous and inadequate sharpening can increase the risk of injury. In addition, professionals have access to tools, equipment, and experience that significantly increases the quality of the sharpening work. Plus, it takes significantly less work. Having a professional sharpen your chainsaw can
be much cheaper than other options if you don't need to do this regularly. alvintus/Getty Images Photo: shutterstock.comAs with any other tool in your arsenal, the chainsaw must be properly maintained and consistently maintained in order to be effective. Of course, you can hire a professional to sharpen
your chainsaw, but most do-it-yourselfers can handle the job on their own, saving some money in the process. So if you notice that the chainsaw no longer cuts as easily and cleanly as it once did, read on to learn how to sharpen the chainsaw and keep the tool in good working order. Maintenance of the
chainsaw requires a basic understanding of the components of the tool. The models owned by average homeowners typically include: - Motor - Drive mechanism - Guide bar - ChainLubricate Different chainsaws operate slightly differently and have different maintenance requirements. Study the manual for
the chainsaw to understand the needs of the model trainer. To it is almost always true that all parts of the chainsaw should have or benefit from lubrication. In addition to occasional testing of the engine and chain, regularly check that there is sufficient oil in the tool container. Also check the guide that holds
the chain in place. It can twist or drive during use. Before starting the chain saw, you can avoid problems each time by ensuring the integrity of the guide bar. Even at work, it is wise to occasionally check this important part of what is, after all, a powerful and potentially dangerous tool. Photo:
shutterstock.com Arming the chainsaw There are two approaches to sharpening the chainsaw. You can also perform the task with the help of an electric sharpener – and if trees are often falling out, electric sharpeners are essential – or you can achieve the same result manually, using a combination of
muscle, sweat and sharpening files. Since electric sharpeners are primarily used by dealers, these tips focus on the manual method, which is more accessible DIYers.As the chainsaw chain contains a series of teeth, you will need a file that fits exactly the size of each tooth in the chain. For reference, the
most common sizes are 3/16, 5/32, and 7/32. (Note: Consumer-friendly kits like this one are convenient to include everything you need to sharpen any common size.) Once you've obtained the right size file, start working by thoroughly cleaning the chain, removing all oil, dirt and debris. (Depending on the
condition of the chain, mineral distilled may be essential or excessive.) Take a closer look at the chain while you're cleaning it. If any of the teeth are damaged, the chain is not safe to use, in which case it should be repaired (if possible) or replaced in a new chain. For best results, the chainsaw should be
firmly stabilized before trying to submit the chain. Some choose to put the chainsaw in a vice, and the clamps hold the guide rod so that the chain rotates freely. Alternatively, you can use a helper to keep the device stable while you work. Find the shortest cutting knife on the chain (the cutters have flat
tops). Here you need to start sharpening. If all cutters are the same height, you can start any tooth on the chain, but don't forget to indicate – with pencil, marker or even nail polish – the first one you sharpen. Set the file to the notched section at the cliphead. If you're holding the file at an angle— the same
angle at which the notch was originally grounded or last filed — slide the file over, twisting it slightly to cause friction. From this initial cutter, proceed to the file every other cutter around the chain. Now turn the saw over and proceed to each tooth He was left alone in the first round. When done, the flat top of
all cutters should be more or less the same length. Finally, examine the depth gauges (these are curved links between the cutters). Each depth gauge or raker must be shorter than the adjacent cutter. If you find a depth gauge whose height exceeds the height of the nearest cutter, the raker shall be
injected in such a way that it is approximately 1/10 below the right height of the cutter. Now that you know how to arm a chainsaw, remember that the more often you use the tool, the more often maintenance will be required. In fact, if you use the chainsaw for hours at the end of the course of a day, you
may need to pause at some point in order to restore the chain's sharpness. Also, keep in mind that chainsaws in some areas show more wear than others. Pay special attention to the area near the tip of the saw, especially if you often use it to cut wooden limbs. Photo: istockphoto.com Whether you're a
woodworker or just interested in cutting your own firewood, it's vital that you take a professional attitude about using and maintaining a chainsaw. Since there are dozens of cutting teeth to chew dense wood, they will be required to be boring, reducing tool efficiency and making them more physically
demanding for you to control. Normal sharpening, realized by filings, will keep your chainsaw purr like a very rugged kitten. Before you try the task, read on about the ways and means of proper chainsaw sharpening. DO Study the Sawchain Get to know the parts of the sawchain by studying detailed
diagrams in the user's guide. In addition to the connections and straps you will see a number of cutters, the focus is on the sharpening process. Each cutter has two sharp areas, one on the edge of the top plate and the other on an outer plate where it intersects the top plate. In the middle of the cutter is a
notch, called the esophagus, and at the other end is a hook-like protrusion. The hook, sometimes the raker, is a depth gauge that determines how much the bite of the cutting knives take out of the wood when the saw is working. Sharpening the chainsaw cutters and grating the depth gauges allow for
optimal cutting. Note that the shape and size of the chainsaw blades vary slightly from model to model, but they are all polished in the same way. DO NOT Wait for dust The old rule was to sharpen a chainsaw when more wood dust is produced than wood chips during operation. The smarter step is to
sharpen the cutter in front of this point. If you accept routine sharpening every two or three times when you fill the chainsaw with fuel, the sharpening process will be minimal and there will never be a blunt saw chain. DO Stabilizes the chainsawHold the chainsaw securely equipped with a vice while grinding
the cutters. Ha Ha You will be in the woods all day, consider a tailgate mounted vice, which will allow you to stabilize the saw to sharpen the site with ease. Photo: istockphoto.com do not forget protective clothingA saw chain, with its dozens of sharp cutters, can be scratched or cut bare skin, so put heavy
duty work gloves, preferably leather, before you start. You'll also need a good goggle to protect your eyes from shavings. DO Use the correct file diameterA round file most commonly used for sharpening saw chain cutters, and the standard diameter of most files for this purpose range from 4mm to 6mm.
But not all saw chains are the same size. Check the operating instructions with the optimal file diameter to sharpen the saw chain. DO NOT leave the file behindA lot of wood cutting is done away from home, so remember that sharpening tools are with you. Otherwise, you'll go back before you fill your pick-
up bed with firewood. DO File in one direction To get the sharpest cutting edge, file the inner edge of the cutter towards the outer edge. The saw chains also contain right and left cutters, which alternate from one side of the saw chain to the other. To insert each cutter, place yourself on one side of the saw
blade and place the cutters on the other side of the saw chain. For example, if you are standing on the left side of the saw rod, you must place the cutters on the right side of the saw chain. When you are done with one side, go to the other side of the saw blade and move the other cutters. DO NOT pull out
the File-Push ItA round file in just one direction, sharpening the stroke away from the stroke. To sharpen the cutting corner (in the cutting corner, where the sharp top and side plates intersect), hold the file horizontally and follow the cutting corner's factory angle as you lightly but firmly press the file. Then lift
the file to return to the starting position and press again. Use the same number of notification periods, and the same degree of pressure, to file each cutter. It can take up to two strokes per cutter to sharpen the cutting corner, but there may be more if the cutters are very boring. DO Use chainsaw
sharpening guideIf you are not sure if the factory milling angles are submitted, use a sharpening guide. These inexpensive tools resemble rulers, and at the bottom there is a parenthesis with a round file. Manual models go below $10, but if you need more help, choose a guide that securely fixes the chain
band. Guides have pre-marked lines that allow you to align the file at the correct sharpening angle, usually around 30 or 35 degrees. Check the instructions for use for the correct angle of submission of saw chain. DO NOT FORGET the depth gaugesDeep meters also require notification, although not as
often as the cutter. Over time, both sawing and filing to take a toll on the cutter, on it until the depth gauges (which are afstatic before each cutter) are too high. This can render sawing ineffective because depth guides actually block cutters. Free rein, straight through, a smooth file, or purchase a depth
gauge guide that fits the cutters and includes an opening that allows the file to be topped with depth gauges. Depth gauges can only have a hair -0.025 inches at the top of the cutter's cutting corner. Photo: istockphoto.com istockphoto.com
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